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                            Capability Statement 

Business Summary 
Inceptus Cybersecurity are trusted advisors that combine 

adaptable military-grade cyber defenses and high-end consulting 

services focused on helping organizations deal with the 

increasing risk and impact of cyberattacks. Combining best-of-

breed technologies, advanced data analytics, exclusive threat 

intelligence, and elite analysts with years of digital combat 

experience, we develop ultimate cyber resilience that aligns with 

a company’s business strategy to keep their brand and 

reputation safe, their data secured, and business protected.  

Cyber Capabilities 

 

Differentiators 
▪ Our services and solutions were developed from years of experience dealing with 

nation-state cyber attacks against Fortune 500 and Federal entities. 

▪ Our plug-in architecture fills gaps in your security posture creating unparalleled 

security across your ecosystem, ultimately reducing risk. 

▪ Our suite of Managed and Professional services is designed to meet any compliance or 

regulatory need. 

 

INCEPTUS CYBERSECURITY 

COMPANY DATA 

• Managed Security 

Service Provider 

(MSSP) 

• FEIN: 83-2631459 

• Cage Code: 8EDR7 

• DUNS: 11692487 

• NAICS 

o 541511 

o 541512 

o 541513 

o 541519 

o 541611 

o 541618 

o 541690 

o 541990 

o 611420 

• Florida Woman 

Owned Business 

 

 

 

 

CORPORATE OFFICE 

Inceptus Cybersecurity 

4825 Coronado Pkwy 

Suite One 

Cape Coral, FL 33904 

 

info@inceptussecure.com 

(239) 673-8130 

 

www.inceptussecure.com 

#underourprotection 

Managed Cyber Protections 

• Cloud Workspace Management and 

Hardening 

• Endpoint Detection & Response (EDR) 

• 24/7 SIEM & SOC Monitoring 

• Continuous Threat Hunting 

• Continuous Vulnerability Scanning 

• Data Protection & Encryption 

• Email & Phishing Protection 

• Breach & Attack Simulation 

• Identity & Access Management 

• Automated Patching 

• Continuous Code Reviews 

• Continuous Cloud Backup 

• Darkweb & Social Media Monitoring 

• XaaS Authorization Security 

• Perimeter Firewall Security 

Professional Cyber Services 

• vCISO Services 

• Security Consulting 

• Zero Trust Architecture Development 

• Ecosystem Hardening 

• Digital Forensics 

• Incident Response Planning 

• Security Awareness Training 

• Security & GRC Assessments 

• Penetration Testing 

• Code Reviews 

• Simulated Phishing  

• Policies & Procedures 

• Ransomware & Extortion Mitigation 

• Clandestine Operations 

• Red/Blue/Purple Teaming  

mailto:info@inceptussecure.com
http://www.inceptussecure.com/
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Facilities & Equipment 
At the core of the Inceptus Cybersecurity Ecosystem, we use the most advanced technologies including Data-Driven 

Analytics, Artificial Intelligence (AI), Machine Learning and Security Orchestration, Automation and Response (SOAR). This 

provides unparalleled security at all stages of the cyber kill-chain, all while giving deep insight into an organization’s 

environment and how the data is behaving and being utilized. 

 

Expertise 
 

We bring years of experience dealing with nation-state cyberattacks against federated data stores of the U.S. Government 

and Fortune 500 companies. We are comprised of leading practitioners, analysts, and experts from Fortune 100 companies 

as well as ten Government agencies including; NSA, USCYBERCOM, DIA, CIA, DOJ/FBI, U.S. Airforce, U.S. Navy, EPA, OPM, 

and the U.S. Capitol Police. These highly skilled and trained experts work around the clock analyzing cyber risks to keep 

you and your data safe. 

 

Past Performance 
Client Name Project Contact Information 

Flushing Bank Managed HUNT, Managed EMAIL, Managed 
SIEM, Penetration Testing, Vulnerability 
Scanning, Social Engineering 

Dr. Richard White, CISO 
richard.white@flushingbank.com 
718-512-2960 

Burke and Herbert Bank Managed SIEM, Managed HUNT, Vulnerability 
Scanning, Penetration Testing 

Edward Kraemer, SVP & CISO 
ekraemer@burkedandherbertbank.com 
703-519-1633 x2676 

Avalon Dental Managed WORKSPACE, Managed EMAIL, 
Managed EDR, Managed IDENTITY 

Dr. Bradley Dilling, Owner 
doc@avalondental.com 

 

Summary 
In our evolving threat landscape, while complicated, need not be discouraging. To attack the security gap, organizations 

need smart people, visibility into their enterprise networks, real-time remediations, actionable threat intelligence, 

awareness training, and vigilance when doing business on the Internet. When the inevitable happens, the speed and way 

you respond is critical. Breaches are inevitable – how will you respond? At Inceptus Cybersecurity, the key objective of our 

composite of services and technology is to ensure that risk is addressed at every state of the cyber kill-chain and covers all 

attack paths. Inceptus Cybersecurity assesses where you are in your cyber maturity and provides the most proactive 

approach to detection, remediation, prevention, and response available. It is impossible and unprofessional to guarantee 

that any potential customer will be 100 percent free of cyber issues because of our services, but we do guarantee that any 

organization adopting our services will have a significant reduction in overall IT/Cyber risks. We also guarantee that our 

customers will be better informed, have the actual data required to make more informed risk-based decisions, increase 

overall compliance levels, and have a cyber partner that will bring to bear world-class cyber professionals that are 

dedicated and eager to assist; leading to an overall significant risk reduction and more robust risk management strategy. 


